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SUMMARY 
Proposed Planning Scheme Amendment C124 and Planning Permit Application 
PLP203/17, in accordance with Section 96A of the Planning and Environment Act 
1987, seeks to develop land for a supermarket, medical centre and associated ancillary 
retail stores. The amendment proposes to rezone 80 Clarke Street and 109 Northern 
Highway, Kilmore from Industrial 1 Zone to Commercial 1 Zone.  
 
The permit application seeks permission to develop land for buildings and works for 
the construction of a supermarket with retail stores and a medical centre, use of land 
for the sale of packaged liquor, alteration to a Road Zone Category 1 and removal of 
native vegetation. 
The combined planning scheme amendment and planning permit application was 
placed on public exhibition between 17 September 2018 and 22 October 2018 in 
accordance with Council’s resolution on 29 January 2018. Exhibition comprised a 
mailout to affected land owners, newspaper advertising, notice in the Victorian 
Government Gazette and two drop-in sessions. 

In total ten (10) submissions have been received. A summary of the submissions 
received, and the officer response is provided at Attachment 1 to this report. Of the ten 
(10) submissions, six (6) support the amendment. Of the four (4) objectors, two (2) 
support the proposed rezoning and object to the permit application. The remaining two 
(2) objectors are opposed to both the rezoning and permit. 

The proposal is supported by the Kilmore Structure Plan 2016 which nominates the 
site as a “key gateway site” and a potential site for a supermarket. The application 
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proposes generally high-quality built form fronting the Clarke Street/Northern Highway 
intersection and activates a section of Kilmore Creek for community use.  

The proposal has an estimated construction cost of $12.5 million and generate an 
estimated 210 ongoing jobs for Kilmore. 

It is recommended that Amendment C124 and Planning Permit Application PLP203/17 
be referred to an Independent Planning Panel for review and consideration of 
unresolved submissions. 

 

RECOMMENDATION 
THAT Council: 
1. Request the Minister for Planning to appoint an Independent Planning Panel 

under Part 8 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 to consider Amendment 
C124 and Planning Permit PLP203/17. 

2. Submit to the Independent Planning Panel Council’s response to submissions, 
as generally outlined in Attachments 1 and 2 to this report. 

3. Continue mediating with the applicant and submitters to resolve concerns prior 
to commencement of the Independent Planning Panel including the following: 

• Traffic management, including safe deliveries, quantum of disabled 
parking bays and dimensions of car spaces; 

• Development setback to the Kilmore Creek and minimal blank wall 
interface with the creek corridor; 

• Opportunities for additional landscaping, including greater canopy cover 
within the car park; and 

• Development contributions. 
 

BACKGROUND 
Combined Planning Scheme Amendment and Planning Permit Application 
Council received a request for a combined amendment and permit application in 
accordance with Section 96A of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 on 2 June 
2017. Council at a Special Meeting held 29 January 2018 resolved to consider the 
request and seek Ministerial authorisation to prepare and exhibit the combined 
amendment and permit application. Ministerial authorisation to prepare and exhibit the 
combined amendment and permit application was granted on 7 August 2018. 
Subject Site and Planning Controls 
The planning scheme amendment and permit application relates to land at 80 Clarke 
Street and 109 Northern Highway, Kilmore. The subject site is approximately 1.8 
hectares in size and has frontages of approximately 96 meters to the Northern Highway 
and 144 meters to Clarke Street. Abutting the west of the site is a car dealer/motor 
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wreckers and scrapyard (industrial land), east is a single dwelling, south is the Coles 
Aldi supermarket activity centre and north is Kilmore Creek (Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1: Aerial Photo of 80 Clarke Street and 109 Northern Highway, Kilmore 

An amendment to the Mitchell Planning Scheme is necessary to allow the proposed 
commercial development of the site. Under the provisions of the existing Industrial 1 
Zone, the use of land for a supermarket and the associated shops is prohibited. No 
planning overlays apply to the subject site. 

The Proposal 
The proposed development of the land comprises: 

• A full line supermarket of 3,600 square metres, setback in the north west of the site, 
with a loading dock located on the western boundary which will adjoin industrial 
land. The overall height of the buildings as proposed is 9 metres; 

• A liquor retail store of 200 square metres associated with the supermarket; 

• Twelve shops/tenancies totalling 1,047 square metres; 

• A medical centre of 300 square metres which can accommodate up to six 
practitioners; 

• The total footprint of all buildings is 5,347 square metres; 

• Pedestrian footpaths fronting Kilmore Creek, Clarke Street and Northern Highway; 

• 263 car parks are proposed by the development which exceeds the planning 
scheme requirement of 251 car parks. All car parks are 5.5 metres in length 
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(exceeding the 4.9 metre length requirement) and 2.6 metres in width (equal width 
to the requirement); 

• 6 of the 263 car parks are disabled spaces, which exceeds the disabled parking 
requirement by one car park; 

• Left in and left out access to the Northern Highway and full access from Clarke 
Street; 

• Signage is integrated into the centre with one additional 10-metre-high pylon sign 
fronting Clarke Street; and 

• Associated landscaping, including along the Kilmore Creek. 

 
Figure 2: Exhibited floor plan 

Kilmore Structure Plan & Kilmore Infrastructure Funding Framework 
The Kilmore Structure Plan 2016 (Structure Plan) contains Council’s vision for the 
future of Kilmore. The Structure Plan identifies the Kilmore Town Centre as the 
township’s principal activity centre. The Structure Plan identifies the subject site as a 
key gateway site appropriate for commercial development with potential for a full line 
supermarket. 
The associated Kilmore Infrastructure Funding Framework 2017, which nominates 
infrastructure required to service Kilmore’s growth, identifies Clarke Street for an 
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upgrade to a connector street and an upgrade to the intersection of Clarke Street and 
Murray Street. Condition 3 of the draft permit seeks contributions towards these 
upgrades. 
Amendment C123 – Implementation of Kilmore Structure Plan 
At its Ordinary Council meeting held on 19 August 2018 Council resolved to adopt 
Amendment C123 which implements the Kilmore Structure Plan 2016 and Kilmore 
Infrastructure Funding Framework 2017 into the Mitchell Planning Scheme. 
Amendment C123 is currently under consideration for approval by the Minister for 
Planning. The proposed amendment and permit application is consistent with the 
policy changes proposed by Amendment C123. 

ISSUES AND DISCUSSION 

Exhibition of Amendment C124 and Planning Permit PLP203/17 

The combined amendment and permit application was placed on formal exhibition from 
17 September to 22 October 2018 in accordance with the relevant requirements of the 
Planning and Environment Act 1987. Exhibition was also undertaken in accordance 
with the Mitchell Shire Community Framework 2014. Exhibition comprised: 

- Notification of relevant referral agencies and affected land owners including a 
plain English information sheet. 

- Two weeks of advertising in the North Central Review (18 and 25 September 
2018). 

- Notice in the Victorian Government Gazette (20 September 2018). 

- Two drop-in sessions were held in the Kilmore Library. 

- Copies of all amendment and permit documentation, were made available on 
Council’s website and the Department of Environment, Land, Water and 
Planning (DELWP) website. 

- Hard copies of all amendment and permit documentation were available at the 
Wallan Planning and Building Office and the Kilmore and Broadford Library and 
Customer Service Centres. 

Submission Review 

The combined amendment and permit application has received ten (10) submissions. 
Six (6) submissions received are from referral authorities, one (1) is from a community 
group, two (2) are from neighbouring land owners and one (1) is from the applicant. 
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During the review of submissions all submitters have been contacted to clarify their 
submissions and discuss matters with Council Officers. Of the submissions received: 

- Three (3) are from referral authorities and one (1) is from the applicant who 
support the combined amendment and permit. 

- Two (2) submissions are supportive and can be resolved with recommended 
changes. 

- Four (4) submissions are unresolvable as the changes requested are not 
supported. Two (2) of these submissions object to the permit component only 
and not to the proposed rezoning. 

Attachment 1 to this report provides a summary of the submissions and the officer 
response. Council Officers have met or spoken with submitters that seek changes or 
object to the combined amendment and permit. 

Key Issues for Panel Consideration 

The following key issues have not been resolved and will need to be reviewed by a 
Planning Panel. 

Economic Impact 

Two (2) submitters have objected on economic grounds: 

- Submitter 8 considers development of a second supermarket in Kilmore to be 
premature. 

- Submitters 6 and 8 are concerned that the proposed 14 ancillary shops, medical 
centre and liquor store will result in an oversupply of small shops for Kilmore. 

The amendment and permit application was accompanied by an Economic Impact 
Assessment (EIA) prepared by Dimasi & Co in August 2018. 

The EIA found that: 

- Kilmore is a fast growing township that can support the existing Coles and Aldi 
as well as the proposed full line Woolworths supermarket and additional stores 
with minimal impact on existing traders. 

- No existing commercially zoned land within Kilmore’s town centre can 
accommodate a full line supermarket. 

- The proposal is estimated to impact existing retail facilities in Kilmore by 9.7%, 
or $12.4 million, at 2020-2021 (p. 43 of the Dimasi report). The majority of this 
impact will fall on the existing Coles and Aldi supermarkets. It is likely that this 
will be a short-term impact as the population base grows in Kilmore and 
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combined with population growth in the general trade area, the impacts of retail 
competition can be absorbed. 

- Kilmore has a high level of escape expenditure, that is where residents leave 
the area and spend retail dollars elsewhere;  

- The estimated impact on existing traders will be spread over areas beyond 
Kilmore including Wallan, Lancefield, Broadford and metropolitan Melbourne as 
there is a high level of existing escape expenditure. The impact on traders 
outside of Kilmore will be minor at an estimated $7.5 million spread across areas 
beyond Kilmore and is not anticipated to threaten the ongoing viability of these 
centres. 

Notwithstanding the EIA provided by the proponent, Council Officers commissioned 
Essential Economics to independently review the EIA prior to exhibition. The 
independent review by Essential Economics found that overall the development would 
contribute in a positive manner to retailing in Kilmore and would deliver a net 
community benefit.  

The review did not raise concern regarding the potential impacts of the ancillary retail 
floor space, noting that a considerable proportion of retail expenditure of Kilmore 
residents is spent beyond Kilmore’s main trade area. Essential Economics was of the 
opinion that the proposed supermarket and specialty shops would assist in retaining a 
share of existing escape spending. 

The Panel for Amendment C123, which seeks to implement the Kilmore Structure Plan, 
accepted that Kilmore currently has an economic need for an additional full line 
supermarket (page 31 of the Amendment C123 Panel Report). 

It is considered that an additional full line supermarket will service Kilmore’s growing 
population and provide increased competition which will benefit residents. As the 
proposed development may have an impact on existing Kilmore traders (albeit in the 
short-term), it is proposed to include a planning permit condition that requires 
streetscape improvements for nearby areas along Sydney Street with the aim of 
beautifying the area to attract more people to other retail outlets within Kilmore. This 
will be further explored with the development proponent. 

It is also considered that a stand-alone full line supermarket on the subject site with no 
ancillary shops or facilities like the proposed medical centre will result in a negative 
outcome as residents will be forced to drive to multiple locations for other needs 
typically offered by retail outlets attached to supermarket complexes. The entire 
development will provide an estimated 210 ongoing jobs. 

Kilmore Creek Setback 

At its closest point, in the northern part of the site, the proposed development is setback 
approximately 5-metres from the creek line. Three submitters including the Goulburn 
Broken Catchment Management Authority (GBCMA), object to the proposed 
development setback from Kilmore Creek. The GBCMA have requested a 30-metre 
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development setback. The GBCMA request the setback on the basis of promoting 
water quality and waterway health. 

The GBCMA in its submission refers to creek setback policy within the Melbourne 
Water Guidelines for Waterway Corridors, 2013. A neighbouring land owner and 
community group also object to the proposed setback. 

A 15-metre minimum development setback rather than a 30-metre setback is 
considered appropriate as this will allow for any future shared path linkages along the 
creek and allow space for additional landscaping opportunities. Draft permit condition 
1 (as exhibited) required a 10-metre setback. It is recommended to increase this to at 
least 15-metres after considering submissions. 

The proponent submits that a 30-metre setback would impact the overall commercial 
viability of the development. The applicant has advised that a 15-metre setback can 
be accommodated without affecting the economic viability of the proposed 
development. Council officers are of the view that with a 15-metre minimum setback 
(which may be greater in some parts) the development will provide an appropriate 
treatment and allow for additional landscaping embellishments within the creek 
corridor. 

The development will use a stormwater treatment and harvesting system known as a 
Biofilta system. This treatment system will treat water quality runoff in accordance with 
the Urban Stormwater Best Practice Environmental Management Guidelines.  All 
stormwater flow from the site and drainage pipes will be directed to an underground 
system ensuring that stormwater does not runoff directly into the Kilmore Creek. 
Instead the stormwater will be treated before being directed to the drainage network 
within the Northern Highway road reserve. It is considered that waterway health will 
therefore be maintained.  

Council officers have also had the proposed setback reviewed independently by 
drainage advisor group Foresight Advisory. They advised that a 10-metre setback is 
appropriate for the proposed development, given the development context of the 
immediate area and treatments proposed to manage the health of the creek.  The 10-
metre setback provides an opportunity for activation of the creek and an ability to 
increase vegetation in the waterway corridor that can perform a filter to further protect 
water quality. 

Traffic Management and Access 

Two submissions have been received raising concerns regarding traffic management 
and access to the site. It is noted that Transport for Victoria and Regional Roads 
Victoria (VicRoads), who provided a joint submission, do not object to the proposal.  

Two access/egress points at Clarke Street are proposed. The access point closest to 
the Northern Highway will have a dedicated right turn slip lane. The second access 
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point at Clarke Street will be primarily used for staff parking and delivery vehicle 
access. Left-in left-out access is proposed on the Northern Highway.  

 

Figure 3: Exhibited Clarke Street Access 

Council commissioned an independent review of traffic and access prior to exhibition 
of the amendment and permit application.  The review was conducted by traffic 
engineering firm One Mile Grid.  While generally appropriate, the advice to Council 
was that access to the site along Clarke Street requires further review prior to the 
Planning Panel to ensure a coordinated access and road upgrade outcome for the 
proposed development. 

Condition 3 of the draft planning permit requires the developer to enter into a Section 
173 Agreement under the Planning and Environment Act 1987 for provision of road 
infrastructure to service the intersection of Clarke Street and Murray Street. 

Concerns were raised about the safety of pedestrians and vehicles within the car park 
layout.  Particularly around the requirement for reversing truck movements to the 
loading bay.  A change is recommended to Condition 1 of the draft planning permit for 
a plan to be provided to the satisfaction of Council to modify delivery access to improve 
pedestrian safety (refer to Condition 1j in Attachment 2) prior to development 
commencing.   

Further Discussion Prior to any Independent Planning Panel Hearing  

The Planning Scheme Amendment process enables further discussion and negotiation 
to occur with the applicant and submitters prior to the commencement of any 
Independent Planning Panel Hearing.  The benefits of such an approach are that it 
could assist resolving concerns raised and improve the design of the proposed 
development.  Any post-exhibition changes would be tabled at the commencement of 
the Panel Hearing. 

Items that will be subject to further discussion prior to any Independent Planning Panel 
Hearing include (but are not excluded to the following) traffic management, 
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development setback to the Kilmore Creek and interface design, opportunities for 
additional landscaping and development contributions. 

CONSULTATION 
Council Officers will continue to work with submitters. All submitters will be notified of 
Council’s decision following consideration of this report. 
Any mediation that continues to occur with submitters would be consistent with the 
officer response identified within Attachment 1 of this report. 
If an Independent Planning Panel is appointed, all submitters will be notified of the 
hearing proceedings and will be given the opportunity to present to the Planning Panel. 
If a Panel Hearing is conducted, and a report released with its findings and 
recommendations, Council is required to release the Panel Report within 28 days of its 
receipt. The Panel Recommendations would be subject to a future report to Council for 
formal consideration. 

FINANCIAL, RESOURCE AND ASSET MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS 
If a Planning Panel is appointed the applicant will bear the costs associated with 
Planning Panels Victoria as this is a proponent led amendment.  Therefore, the 
proponent is responsible for the Panel’s costs and expenses. 
Costs likely to be incurred by Council will be in relation to the Panel Hearing. The Panel 
Hearing costs will include the retention of potential expert witness and legal 
representation. Council’s Strategic Planning operating budget includes an allocation of 
funds for attending Planning Panels; it is expected that costs will be within this budget. 
Condition 3 of the draft planning permit requires the applicant to enter into a Section 
173 agreement for developer contributions. This will provide funding for necessary 
infrastructure upgrades to service the proposed development. This can include 
infrastructure that will provide community benefit including footpaths fronting Clarke 
Street and the Northern Highway and a bus stop on Clarke Street. 

POLICY AND LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATIONS 
The proposed development is consistent with the Mitchell Shire Council Plan 2017-
2021. Key Strategy 3.1 of the Council Plan states that Council should “Plan for growth 
and change through best practice design of services, infrastructure, open space and 
recreation facilities”. 
The proposed amendment and permit application has been prepared and exhibited in 
accordance with the relevant provisions of the Planning and Environment Act 1987. 

RISK IMPLICATIONS 
 

Risk Risk 
Ranking 

Proposed Treatments Within Existing 
Resources? 

Reputational risk 
to council in that 

3C Should Council adopt the 
recommendations in this 

The costs 
associated with 
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Risk Risk 
Ranking 

Proposed Treatments Within Existing 
Resources? 

some parties may 
feel they have not 
had a chance to 
have their say 
and have not had 
their submission 
resolved. 

report, there is an opportunity 
for parties to be involved in an 
upcoming Planning Panel 
process which will provide the 
opportunity to make formal 
submissions to an independent 
body. This is part of a typical 
planning scheme amendment 
process. 

the next phase of 
the planning 
scheme 
amendment 
process is 
accommodated 
within the existing 
budget. 

SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS (SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL) 
Social 
The proposed development will provide the broader community with additional retail 
choices. The proposal is estimated to generate 210 ongoing jobs within Kilmore.  The 
improvements to the proposed edges of the Kilmore Creek and the provision of 
community facilities in that area will provide enhanced social opportunities for 
residents. 
Environment 
The subject site is undeveloped vacant land located at the northern end of Kilmore’s 
town centre. If the site is rezoned for commercial use, more appropriate land uses that 
are likely to have a reduced impact on the surrounding physical environment 
(compared to industrial uses) will be accommodated on the land. The proposed 
development improves the northern end of Sydney Street and has the ability to improve 
part of the Kilmore Creek corridor. 
CHARTER OF HUMAN RIGHTS IMPLICATIONS   
The rights protected in the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 
were considered in preparing this report and it’s determined that the subject matter 
does not raise any human rights issues. 
CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE IMPLICATIONS 
Provision of the range of facilities which are proposed, including retail and a range of 
community uses, including medical facilities, will benefit children and young people in 
various ways. Full and part time employment opportunities for young people are likely 
to present themselves and access to medical facilities will improve. 
OFFICER DECLARATION OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST 
No officers involved in the preparation of this report have any direct or indirect interest 
in this matter. 
CONCLUSION 
Combined Planning Scheme Amendment C124 and Permit Application PLP203/17, 
which seeks to rezone and develop land at 109 Northern Highway and 80 Clarke 
Street, Kilmore for a retail and commercial development, received ten (10) submissions 
during exhibition period. 
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The key unresolved issues raised in submissions focus on development setback from 
Kilmore Creek, economic impact and traffic concerns. If the site remains within the 
Industrial 1 Zone, a permit cannot be issued. With the existing Industrial 1 Zone, it is 
unlikely that Council will achieve an appropriate land use outcome intended by the 
Kilmore Structure Plan 2016 that provides an appropriate built form outcome for the 
gateway location on the corner of Clarke Street and Northern Highway which also 
activates the Kilmore Creek. 
It is recommended that Council resolve to request the Minister for Planning to appoint 
an Independent Planning Panel to conduct a public hearing and consider the 
unresolved submissions received as part of combined Planning Scheme Amendment 
C124 and Planning Permit Application PLP203/17. 
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